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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This report documents the annual activities completed for the City of Springfield’s (City’s) National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit MO-0126322 for the City’s Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System
(MS4). The permit was renewed by the Missouri Department of Natural Resources (MDNR) on April 1, 2017 and
allowed 1 year to update the existing Stormwater Management Program (SWMP) plan. An updated SWMP was
submitted as required by April 1, 2018. Revisions to the SWMP were submitted in March 2020 along with the
City’s application to become a Qualified Local Program for Land Disturbance. The SWMP revisions are discussed in
the applicable sections of this report. This document reports on the minimum control measures (MCMs) and
measurable goals of the SWMP for Year 3 (July 1, 2019 – June 30, 2020). The report includes the information
required in Part F. of the permit. The City’s Water Quality Division of the Department of Environmental Services
compiled this report with input from other City departments and divisions.

2.0 CONTACTS LIST
The following City staff are responsible for ensuring the successful implementation of each minimum control
measure in the permit.
Carrie Lamb, CPMSM
Water Quality Compliance Officer
Water Quality Division
Department of Environmental Services
City of Springfield, Missouri
Errin Kemper, P.E., D.WRE
Director
Department of Environmental Services
City of Springfield, Missouri

417-864-1996

clamb@springfieldmo.gov

417-864-1910

ekemper@springfieldmo.gov

3.0 RELATED INITIATIVES
SPRINGFIELD-GREENE COUNTY INTEGRATED PLAN FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
The City’s MS4 permit recognizes that it is the intent of both the City and MDNR that the City continue its efforts
on identifying affordable and cost-effective solutions to address the most significant sources of pollution in
accordance with the permittee’s Integrated Plan, which prioritizes investments based on problem significance,
community priorities, solution effectiveness, and affordability (Figure 1). The Springfield-Greene County
Integrated Plan for the Environment is a joint effort of the City, Greene County, and City Utilities (a City-owned
public utility company). Accomplishments in addressing the first three components include completion of an
Environmental Priorities Task Force to establish community priorities, a Multiple Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA)
that ranked 16 pollution sources, and a Sustainable Return on Investment (SROI) study that evaluated a first round
of solutions. This year, a second round of SROI analyses were completed which looked at riparian restoration,
floatables control, street sweeping, and public education and outreach. The following is a summary of the results:
•

Riparian Restoration – Opportunities for riparian restoration on City-owned undeveloped land were
evaluated. The water quality benefits and property value gain would outweigh the lifecycle cost with a
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•

•

•

benefit cost ratio averaging 2.0. This supports continued riparian restoration efforts such as those
described under MCM 6 BMP 3.
Floatables Control – This analysis looked at expanding the use of structural floatables controls by installing
trash racks in flood control basins and installing trash nets at strategic pipe locations in the MS4. The
water quality benefits would outweigh the lifecycle cost with a benefit cost ratio averaging 2.3. The City
plans to pursue opportunities to expand the use of structural controls under MCM 6 BMP 3.
Street Sweeping – The lifecycle costs of the City’s current street sweeping program outweigh the water
quality benefits with a benefit cost ratio averaging 0.2. As a result, opportunities to improve the
efficiency of the program will be explored under MCM 6 BMP 5.
Public Education & Outreach – The water quality benefits of the City’s current education and outreach
efforts outweigh the cost with a benefit cost ratio averaging 2.9. This supports continued investment in
MCMs 1 and 2.

This study also updated the results of the first round of SROI analyses as follows:
•

•

•

•

Detention Basin Retrofits – Two alternatives were evaluated for a total of 178 basins identified as suitable
for retrofits. The first option to downsize the outlet structure for extended detention had a benefit cost
ratio averaging 1.0. The second option of an enhanced retrofit includes downsizing the outlet structure
for extended detention, improving infiltration, and adding a vegetative component (trees, shrubs, and
perennials). The benefit cost ratio for the enhanced option averaged 0.69.
Enhanced Nutrient Removal at the Southwest Wastewater Treatment Plant (SWTP) – The SWTP already
has both biological and chemical phosphorus removal and biological nitrogen removal treatment
processes. This analysis looked at upgrading the SWTP to additional nutrient removal. The benefit cost
ratio averaged 0.32.
Sanitary Sewer Overflows – Analysis was performed on four levels of investment needed to achieve a
system with a specific level of service for inflow and infiltration (I/I) control measures only compared to
eliminating sanitary sewer overflows up to a given frequency of rainfall. The benefit cost ratio for I/I
control averaged 0.33 while the levels of service for 1, 2, and 5-year rainfall frequencies averaged 0.040.05.
Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon (PAH) Reduction Measures – Two PAH reduction measures were
evaluated, including: 1) switching to non-coal tar-based pavement sealants; and 2) switching to non-coal
tar based sealants plus excavation of swales near parking lots to remove PAH-laden sediment before it
enters a waterbody. The benefit cost ratio averaged 0.69 for switching to non-coal tar-based sealants
without excavation and 0.54 with excavation.
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FIGURE 1. INTEGRATED PLAN APPROACH

The Integrated Plan also includes a Memorandum of Understanding between the three agencies and MDNR that
allows a cooperative, watershed approach to address the impairments of Jordan Creek, Wilsons Creek, and
Pearson Creek. Under the MOU, the City, County, and CU will develop an action plan to address the local
impairments. As part of the action plan, the following efforts are underway:
•

•
•

•
•

•

The Clean Pavement Initiative encourages the use of alternatives to coal tar-based pavement sealants,
which are a source of PAHs. Participating sealant industry professionals offer asphalt-based sealant as an
option and educate their customers by providing the program brochure. Businesses and citizens can
make the commitment to choose asphalt-based sealant and showcase the water quality benefits of this
choice through signage supplied by the City (Figure 2). The program webpage is
www.springfieldmo.gov/cleanpavement.
As part of the Post-Construction program, detention basins in the Jordan Creek watershed are being
inspected to identify and require maintenance issues to be addressed.
Riparian improvements along Jordan Creek, including a large removal of invasive bush honeysuckle and
wintercreeper between Mt. Vernon and Grand Streets. Frequent invasive control and management will
continue to occur in this area for the next 3-5 years.
Water quality modeling of the Jordan Creek watershed is underway to help identify and prioritize water
quality investments.
The Renew Jordan Creek project will daylight a section of the creek through downtown Springfield. A
request for qualifications for design services was issued in June 2020 and design is anticipated to begin in
fall 2020.
Jordan Creek is currently the focus of the City’s water quality monitoring program under MCM 9, with
additional monitoring being done above and beyond MS4 permit requirements to provide data for water
quality modeling efforts. Under MCM 9 BMP 2, Jordan Creek and Wilsons Creek have been selected for
biological assessments in Year 4.
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FIGURE 2. CLEAN PAVEMENT INITIATIVE SIGN

MISSOURI NUTRIENT REDUCTION STRATEGY
Missouri's Nutrient Loss Reduction Strategy aims to improve water quality in Missouri while contributing to
reducing nutrients moving downstream to the Gulf of Mexico. The City participated in development of the plan
recommendations for urban stormwater and is addressing several of the recommendations, as follows:
•

•

•

•

Reviewing and Enhancing Public Involvement and Education Programs: The Lawn Steward soil testing
program administered by James River Basin Partnership is available to homeowners living within the
Springfield city limits through funding provided by the City. The goal of the Lawn Steward program is to
foster responsible fertilization and lawn care practices to avoid excessive nutrient runoff caused by the
over-fertilization of urban lawns. A total of 12 soil tests and nutrient management plans were completed
this year within the city limits.
Program Compliance and Maintenance: The Flood Control and Water Quality Protection Manual and
post-construction ordinance include long-term operation and maintenance components that require a
recorded maintenance agreement and annual self-inspections to ensure SCMs are maintained and
functioning as designed for reducing stormwater pollutant loads. In addition, the City conducted
inspections of 15 privately-owned and operated detention basins to ensure compliance and has a robust
program for maintenance of City-owned stormwater control measures.
Monitoring Nutrient Discharges: The City has been conducting in-stream and MS4 wet weather
monitoring that includes nutrients since 2002. Results are summarized under MCM 7 BMP 3 and MCM 9
BMP 1.
Voluntary Retrofitting Programs: Two City-owned detention basins were evaluated for retrofitting this
year to improve removal of sediment and nutrients in runoff. Evaluation results are summarized under
MCM 8 BMP 2.

In addition, an updated SROI analysis was completed for additional nutrient removal at the Southwest Wastewater
Treatment Plant, as described above.

CITY TREE PROGRAMS
On public grounds, parks, and rights-of-way, the City provides tree care and promotion of community forestry
through programs and services provided by the Public Grounds Section of the Public Works Operations Division
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and the Springfield-Greene County Parks Department. Trees are an important part of the City's stormwater green
infrastructure, reducing stormwater runoff and erosion through interception, evapotranspiration, and increased
soil infiltration. This year, 752 trees were planted by Public Works on public grounds, street rights-of-way, and in
cooperation with the Parks Department. Of the 752 trees, 419 were planted as part of the NeighborWoods
cooperative planting program, which engages citizens and property owners in maintaining trees planted in City
right-of-way. Since 2011, Public Works has had a Tree Canopy Preservation and Restoration Policy for Capital
Improvement Projects and tracks the canopy preserved, lost, and restored as part of that policy. This year 2.34
acres of tree canopy were preserved, and 1.53 acres were removed on Capital Improvement Project sites. The 752
trees planted by Public Works this year translates to 17.15 acres of canopy restored (calculated using future
growth). In addition, the Parks Department planted 48 trees. Education on the benefits of trees is included under
MCM 1 BMP 1.

4.0 MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURES SUMMARY
MCM 1: PUBLIC EDUCATION AND OUTREACH OF STORMWATER IMPACTS
BMP 1: GENERAL STORMWATER EDUCATION AND OUTREACH
Measurable Goal 1: Distribute information through a minimum of 50 activities annually.
The measurable goal of 50 activities was met and exceeded with education and outreach activities accomplished
by City staff and partners. The City’s Water Quality Division and Sustainability staff provided education and
outreach on multiple stormwater/water quality topics for various audiences including youth, the general public,
residents, and professionals. In spring 2020, there were several activities planned by City staff and partners that
were cancelled due to the COVID-19 pandemic. City staff completed the following education and outreach
activities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

7 news interviews about various topics (grass clippings, fertilizer, pet waste, floating wetlands, Yard Ethic,
stormwater projects);
1 presentation for high school students about the Jordan Creek North Branch daylighting project;
3 tabling events that included handouts with water quality information;
1 field tour of the South Creek project for Missouri Department of Conservation professionals;
1 article in the Stream Team state-wide newsletter about the South Creek restoration project;
1 screening and panel discussion of the “Hometown Habitat” documentary as part of Yard Ethic;
3 presentations by City staff for professionals at a local low impact development conference put on by
James River Basin Partnership;
1 virtual “12 Days of Earth Day Challenge” event consisting of daily social media posts with activity
challenges for citizens including trash cleanups and native plantings;
Over 1,600 brochures and informational flyers distributed on various stormwater/water quality topics;
Educational insert in the SGF Neighborhood News Spring 2020 newspaper distributed community-wide;
Regular social media posts @ SGF Environmental Services about a variety of water quality issues and
initiatives.

A major focus this year was raising awareness about proper disposal of pet waste. A “poop toss” game was
debuted at the National Night Out event to engage the public in learning about this issue (Figure 3). Additionally,
the City worked in partnership with the Downtown Community Improvement District to address pet waste in
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downtown Springfield where it has become an increasing issue. A digital message board with pet waste messaging
was on display in downtown from July through September 2019. In October, City staff designed and created “poo
flags” and marked hundreds of piles of dog waste over a 1-week period (Figure 4). The Springfield Police
Department helped spread the word by sharing the flagging initiative on their social media, expanding the
community conversation and resulting in local, national and international media coverage that surpassed all
expectations. There were approximately 430 stories in 45 states, the District of Columbia, and 9 other countries.
The estimated reach was 490 million people, at an estimated ad space value of 4.5 million. In addition, a meeting
was held with downtown stakeholders to gain input on the pet waste issue and ideas for addressing it.

FIGURE 3: POOP TOSS GAME AT NATIONAL NIGHT OUT EVENT

FIGURE 4: POO FLAGGING IN DOWNTOWN SPRINGFIELD
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James River Basin Partnership (JRBP) provides education/outreach for the Lawn Steward, Yard Ethic, and Right as
Rain programs in BMPs 2 and 3 and assists with the Adopt-A-Stream program under MCM 2. A number of
educational events and tours are organized each year to promote these programs and provide information and an
up-close look at local efforts to maintain and improve water quality in the community. This year JRBP completed
the following public education/outreach activities on these programs and other stormwater/water quality topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 tabling events;
1 South Creek Restoration tour for a school class;
1 podcast with a local business;
1 “Intro to Rainwater Harvesting” video;
1 virtual tour of South Creek and kick-netting demonstration as part of the City’s virtual Earth Day
Celebration;
40 social media posts to over 8,000 followers;
4 “River Ramblings” blogs;
2 editions of “The Current” e-newsletter to over 2,000 subscribers;
1 article for SGF Neighborhood News;
Distribution of flyers as part of new member packets and program packets.

In addition, JRBP helped organize a staff field day for Integrated Plan partners and conducted a planning session
with City staff and others to discuss an ecotourism program to encourage citizens to “connect with what they
protect” by floating the James River and learning about the basin and its ecosystem.
Watershed Committee of the Ozarks provides premiere field trip experiences for youth as described under BMP 5.
In addition to field trip experiences at the Watershed Center, their efforts include other educational outreach.
According to their 2019 annual report, they conducted 10 booths at community events and 20 Jordan Creek tours.
The Jordan Creek tours are a unique educational experience in which participants are led through the box culvert
that runs beneath downtown Springfield. The tour provides an opportunity to clearly see that stormwater is
directly connected to our streams, and to learn about the history of the creek and water quality protection.
In April 2020, the City received the Tree City USA designation from the National Arbor Day foundation for the 35th
consecutive year. In celebration of Arbor Day, the annual 5th grade Arbor Day poster contest focused on the many
ways that trees positively impact our community. The theme was “Trees Work for our Backyard Friends.” Trees
Work is an ongoing campaign by the Missouri Department of Conservation to bring awareness to our forests and
the benefits they provide. City staff, Springfield Public Schools staff and the local Missouri Community Forestry
Council talked to 5th grade classes about the importance of trees. Students created posters on this topic. Nearly
500 posters were submitted from 14 schools and displayed at Missouri State University’s Christopher S. Bond
Learning Center. Winners were chosen from each school and a tree was planted at the schools in recognition of
the winner as part of Arbor Month Celebrations.
Distributing information through a minimum of 50 activities is an annual measurable goal that is planned to
continue for Year 4 but is anticipated to be impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. An additional measurable goal
planned for Year 4 is to develop and implement an anti-littering education campaign.
Measurable Goal 2: Install 2 educational signs along greenway trails.
The design of two new educational signs was completed and locations identified for installation. The two sign
designs focus on stream improvements along Jordan Creek and Fassnight Creek, with information on riparian
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corridors and native plants, storm drains, and stormwater pollution prevention (Figure 5). Due to COVID-19,
installation was delayed but will be complete in fall 2020.

FIGURE 5: EDUCATIONAL SIGN FOR TRAIL

BMP 2: ENVIRONMENTALLY-RESPONSIBLE YARD CARE PROGRAM
Measurable Goal 1: Provide program information through education and outreach activities as part of BMP 1 or
through activities specific to this BMP.
This measurable goal was completed with several education/outreach activities focusing on the Yard Ethic program
completed by the City and partners under BMP 1. These activities included 2 blog posts, 2 newsletter editions, an
SGF Neighborhood News article submission, 2 tabling events, and 6 social media posts by JRBP. City staff
completed a TV news interview, social media posts, distribution of materials through a tabling event and packets,
and an insert in the SGF Neighborhood News spring 2020 publication. Yard Ethic offers informational resources
and residential yard certification focused on healthy soil, composting, native plants, rain barrels, rain gardens,
trees, invasive plants, and pesticide use. Residents can complete three to five practices to become certified Silver
or Gold and receive a yard sign. The program ties in with other offerings as well, including Lawn Steward, Right as
Rain, and the City’s Dish to Dirt composting workshops. Print materials include a rack card and certification
checklist as well as being featured in the Citizen’s Guide to Stormwater. The website at yardethic.com provides
information and an application for certification. The program’s second yard certification was awarded in
September 2019 (Figure 6).
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FIGURE 6: YARD ETHIC GOLD CERTIFICATION

Measurable Goal 2: Offer lawn soil testing and nutrient management plans for a minimum of 8 participants.
This measurable goal was met with 12 soil tests and nutrient management plans completed. JRBP’s Lawn Steward
soil testing program is available to property owners living within the Springfield city limits through funding
provided by the City. The goal of the Lawn Steward program is to foster responsible fertilization and lawn care
practices to avoid excessive nutrient runoff caused by the over-fertilization of urban lawns. Through the program,
Springfield residents receive a free soil test and a comprehensive three-year nutrient management plan featuring
chemical and/or organic fertilizer recommendations. Each nutrient management plan features an interpretation of
the homeowner’s soil test results, fertilizer and/or compost topdressing recommendations, and liming
recommendations (as needed). Each plan also features recommended practices such as core aeration, overseeding, and suggested mowing height. The program also provides participants with a coupon for a free cubic yard
of compost from the City’s Yardwaste Recycling Center. Each plan is accompanied by informational brochures from
the City, MU Extension, Natural Resource Conservation Service, Missouri Stream Team, and JRBP.
JRBP promotion and outreach of the Lawn Steward soil testing program included the following activities reported
under BMP 1: 1 social media post, 1 blog post, distribution of educational material at 2 tabling events and in other
program packets.
Measurable Goal 3: Implement additional measurable goals to be determined as part of the program
development.
The additional measurable goal for this year was to host 1 special event that promotes the Yard Ethic program and
practices. This goal was completed with the hosting of a film screening and panel discussion in November 2019, in
partnership with the Missouri Department of Conservation, Grow Native, and the Environmental Collaborative.
The Hometown Habitat film provided education and a call to action on the importance of native plants for local
ecosystems.
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The SWMP includes the same measurable goals for this BMP in Year 4: 1) Provide program information through
education and outreach activities as part of BMP 1 or through activities specific to this BMP; 2) Offer lawn soil
testing and nutrient management plans for a minimum of 8 participants; and 3) Implement additional measurable
goals to be determined as part of the program development. For Year 4, this goal will be to host 1 virtual
workshop promoting the Yard Ethic program and practices.

BMP 3: RAIN BARREL REBATE PROGRAM
Measurable Goals: 1) Provide program information through education and outreach activities as part of BMP 1 or
through activities specific to the BMP; 2) Offer rebates for a minimum of 2,000 gallons annually.
The measurable goals for this year were completed. The “Right as Rain” rain barrel rebate program continued this
year. The program allows Greene County residents to purchase a rain barrel through their chosen vendor and
submit payment and installation documentation to receive a rebate of 50 cents per gallon. The rebate is available
for up to 600 gallons ($300) per household to encourage larger rainwater harvesting systems. The rebate program
is funded by the City, Greene County Resource Management, and City Utilities of Springfield. JRBP administers the
rebate program and provides program promotion and education/outreach. This year, 10 rebates were provided
for 1,770 gallons of rainwater harvesting. Since 2007, 1,791 rebates have been provided for over 96,000 gallons of
rainwater harvesting capacity. JRBP hosts a webpage dedicated to the rebate program at
www.jamesriverbasin.com/rebates-programs. Program promotion and education/outreach by JRBP included the
following activities reported under BMP 1: 4 social media posts, 1 e-newsletter, and distribution of educational
materials at 2 tabling events and in other program packets, and a rainwater harvesting video (Figure 7). These are
annual measurable goals that are planned to continue for Year 4.

FIGURE 7: JRBP’S INTRO TO RAINWATER HARVESTING VIDEO
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BMP 4: PROGRAM FOR PUBLIC REPORTING OF ILLICIT DISCHARGES AND WATER QUALITY IMPACTS
Measurable Goal: Facilitate public reporting through the Citizen Resource Center and promote and publicize
public reporting through education and outreach activities as part of BMP 1.
The measurable goal for this year was completed. Public reporting continued to be facilitated through the Citizen
Resource Center which receives reports via phone and online. Information on how to report stormwater/water
pollution through the Citizen Resource Center was featured in many of the materials distributed through education
and outreach activities under BMP 1. This is an annual measurable goal that is planned to continue for Year 4.

BMP 5: YOUTH AND TEACHER EDUCATION AND OUTREACH
Measurable Goals: 1) Watershed Committee of the Ozarks will offer a minimum of 100 field trips to the
Watershed Center for schools annually; 2) Project WET will provide education for teachers and schools through a
minimum of 10 activities annually.
The collective measurable goal of 110 activities was completed. According to WCO’s annual report, there were
180 Watershed Center field trips in 2019 with 9,785 participants. In addition, WCO completed other outreach
activities reaching 3,450 participants, including tabling events and Jordan Creek tours summarized under BMP 1.
These field trip and outreach efforts include the continuation of the Splash! and Greener Green Spaces
collaborative programs with Springfield Public Schools, the Placeworks Steam Residency program with the
Springfield Art Museum, and a pilot Eco Float trip with the Parks Department. WCO has also been working with
Springfield Public Schools to develop the Environmental & Natural Resources Academy at Hillcrest High School. In
addition to funding support for WCO, the City provided a shared educator position to assist with field trips and
outreach activities. Activities by Project WET staff this year included a workshop on Project WILD about protection
of wildlife and related natural resources, assisting with the annual Envirothon competition, and development of
Arbor Day lesson plans on stormwater and forestry. The Project WET position was vacated at the end of July 2019.
The measurable goal for 10 activities annually by Project WET was removed in the SWMP revisions submitted to
MDNR in March 2020. Youth and teachers are also target audiences for education/outreach activities and
assistance conducted under BMP 1. The measurable goal for 100 field trips to the Watershed Center for Year 4 is
anticipated to be impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic.

MCM 2: PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT AND PARTICIPATION
BMP 1: PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT IN SWMP DEVELOPMENT AND RENEWAL APPLICATION
Measurable Goal: Form a stormwater technical committee to provide input on the post-construction program for
MCM 5 and other related SWMP components.
This goal was removed in the SWMP revisions submitted to MDNR in March 2020. There has not been a need for
this committee since this goal was formed. This goal will be replaced by the existing goal under MCM 5 BMP 1 to
complete stakeholder input for proposed redevelopment requirements as part of the post-construction program.

BMP 2: ADOPT-A-STREAM PROGRAM
Measurable Goals: 1) Facilitate adoption by volunteers of 8 miles of stream on City-owned property annually and
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provide supplies and trash pickup for cleanups. Track the number of stream cleanups and estimate the amount of
trash collected; 2) Organize 1 additional cleanup annually on a priority stream.
The measurable goals for this year were completed. Approximately 13 miles of stream were adopted by 23
volunteer groups this year. Adopt-A-Stream volunteers completed 22 cleanups. In addition, other volunteers
completed 3 cleanups and JRBP completed 3 cleanups with various groups. In total, there were 28 cleanups
collecting over 400 bags of trash which is estimated to be 44 cubic yards. As part of improving volunteer support,
new Adopt-A-Stream groups were offered introductory walks to help familiarize them with the stream and how to
conduct a cleanup. Three walks were completed this year. These are annual measurable goals that are planned to
continue for Year 4.

MCM 3: ILLICIT DISCHARGE DETECTION AND ELIMINATION
BMP 1: STORM SEWER MAP
Measurable Goal: 1) Verify mapped constructed outfalls through the field screening program (BMP 3) or other
field surveys to complete verification of all mapped constructed outfalls by Year 5; 2) Update the mapping of the
MS4 and post-construction stormwater control measures as new construction plans and as-builts are filed.
In last year’s annual report, a goal was established to verify a minimum of 100 mapped outfalls in Year 3 through
dry weather field screening and other field surveys as part of working towards meeting the ongoing measurable
goal of verifying all mapped outfalls by Year 5. This goal was met with 343 outfalls verified to date over the last
three years. As verification occurs, the outfall mapping is updated. The number of mapped outfalls has increased
from 436 in Year 1 to 624 currently. Because of this increase, the original goal of verifying all mapped outfalls by
the end of Year 5 may not be feasible. Therefore, this goal is being changed to verify 100 mapped outfalls in Years
4 and 5.
For measurable goal 2, a process is in place for routing plans to the GIS Department for mapping. This year, 228
inlet structures and approximately 3 miles of conveyance were added to the mapping of the MS4 for a total of
18,532 inlets and 702 miles of conveyance system. Post-construction stormwater control measures (SCMs) are
also mapped, including those that are part of the MS4 and those that are privately-owned and operated. SCMs
include detention basins designed for flood control as well as stormwater control measures designed to meet postconstruction water quality requirements under MCM 5. This year, 41 SCMs were mapped for a total of 1,563
SCMs. This is an annual measurable goal that is planned to continue for Year 4.

BMP 2: ILLICIT DISCHARGE INVESTIGATION, INSPECTION , AND ENFORCEMENT
Measurable Goals: 1) Address or investigate as appropriate public reports of illicit discharges and track the
number of reports received and enforcement actions; 2) Investigate illicit discharges detected through the dry
weather field screening program and track the number of investigations and enforcement actions.
Measurable goal 1 was completed. This year 63 public reports were received and addressed regarding illicit
discharges or dumping in the MS4 or other concerns related to water pollution. The most common report received
(38 reports this year) is regarding yardwaste (leaves, grass clippings, etc.) blown or dumped into streets or other
portions of the MS4. A letter and educational brochure are mailed to the reported address for these complaints.
Inspections conducted this year found that these letters are generally effective in achieving removal of the
yardwaste by the responsible party. This is also a topic included in education efforts under MCM 1. Of the 25
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reports received that were not related to yardwaste, 6 reports were not found to be a concern. The remaining 19
reports were either confirmed or suspected to be an illicit discharge or dumping incident or a potential stormwater
pollution concern and were addressed through verbal or written communication with the responsible parties in
accordance with standard procedures. Public reports of erosion/sediment and pollution issues related to
construction sites are reported under MCM 4. For measurable goal 2, one illicit discharge was detected through
the dry weather field screening program this year (see BMP 3). These are annual measurable goals that are
planned to continue for Year 4.

BMP 3: DRY WEATHER FIELD SCREENING PROGRAM
Measurable Goal: Complete dry weather screening at 50 locations.
The measurable goal of dry weather screening at 50 locations was completed. Seven locations had flow and field
testing was completed using the established protocol. One location resulted in a Notice of Violation for discharge
of wash water to the MS4. Three locations tested positive for chlorine and were reported as potential water line
leaks per the protocol. This is an annual measurable goal that is planned to continue for Year 4.

BMP 4: SPILL PREVENTION, CONTAINMENT, AND RESPONSE PROCEDURES
Measurable Goal: Track reports of spills that discharge to the MS4 and any resulting enforcement actions.
As described in the SWMP, this BMP consists of procedures for spill response and containment by the Fire
Department’s Hazardous Materials team. For purposes of reporting on this measurable goal, a spill is an incident
requiring response by the Fire Department’s Hazardous Materials Team. There were no reports received by the
Water Quality Division of spills that discharged to the MS4 this year. Reports of illicit discharges are included under
BMP 2. Training was also provided to the Hazardous Materials Team this year regarding this BMP.

BMP 5: CONTROLS TO LIMIT SANITARY SEWER INFILTRATION TO MS4
Measurable Goal: Conduct illicit discharge investigation, inspection, and enforcement in accordance with BMP 2
and dry weather field screening in accordance with BMP 3 to detect and investigate illicit discharges to the MS4
including sewage.
This permit requirement is regarding controls to limit infiltration of seepage from municipal sanitary sewers to the
MS4. As described in the SWMP, the primary control is the City’s Sanitary Sewer Overflow Control Plan. No
infiltration of seepage from municipal sanitary sewers to the MS4 was identified through BMP 2 or BMP 3 this
year. This is an annual measurable goal that is planned to continue for Year 4.

MCM 4: CONSTRUCTION SITE STORMWATER RUNOFF CONTROL
BMP 1: LAND DISTURBANCE PERMIT PROGRAM
Measurable Goals: 1) Implement the land disturbance permit program and track the number of SWPPPs,
inspections, public reporting of complaints, construction site operators trained, and enforcement actions; 2)
Conduct a minimum of one education activity annually on land disturbance-related topics for various audiences.
The measurable goals were completed. The Land Disturbance Permit Program requires a land disturbance permit
from the City for construction activities that disturb one acre or greater. This year, 61 land disturbance permit
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applications and accompanying SWPPPs were received and reviewed. A total of 268 meetings and inspections
were completed on permitted sites which included the pre-permit meetings, initial BMP inspections, periodic
inspections during the life of the project, permit termination inspections, and self-inspections on City projects.
Through the citizen service request system, 12 complaints were received related to erosion and sediment control
and other construction site pollution issues. These complaints were investigated and addressed as needed through
inspections or communication with responsible parties. This year, 1 Notice of Violation and 1 Stop Work Order
were issued for 2 separate land disturbance-related violations.
In March 2020, the City submitted an application to MDNR to become a Qualified Local Program for Land
Disturbance and is awaiting approval, pending state rulemaking changes. Along with the application, SWMP
revisions were submitted for this MCM. As described in a letter to MDNR dated December 20, 2019, land
disturbance runoff was determined to be a low priority pollutant source in the Multiple Criteria Decision Analysis
for Prioritizing Pollution Sources study completed as part of the Integrated Plan. While a comprehensive land
disturbance program should remain an integral part of the MS4 program, there are opportunities to streamline the
program and rededicate the efficiencies gained toward other MS4 activities. As a result, a primary revision in the
SWMP is removal of the security requirement, which is anticipated to be proposed in Year 4. While the security
requirement provides a monetary incentive to complete corrective actions to terminate the permit, the
administration of the requirement consumes considerable staff time. City Code provides enforcement tools for
achieving the same result. Additional SWMP revisions describe the streamlined process for issuing permits for
residential lots less than 1 acre, and the approach for routine inspections to optimize inspection time to address
water quality issues.
The City provides information and training for construction site operators to assist them in meeting land
disturbance permit requirements. Informational materials are available on the Water Quality Division’s website at
springfieldmo.gov/stormwater. Training is provided as part of the pre-permit meeting that permittees/contractors
are required to attend to obtain a land disturbance permit. This meeting provides training on how to comply with
the land disturbance permit including updating the SWPPP and conducting inspections. This year, 70 individuals
attended this training. In addition to training provided through pre-permit meetings, 3 education activities were
completed under measurable goal 2. The City hosted two lunch and learn sessions on erosion and sediment
control products attended by City project managers, engineers, inspectors, and water quality educators. The City
also held a field training class on BMP installation and maintenance taught by an International Erosion Control
Association professional and attended by 41 City employees.
Another accomplishment this year is the completion of 3 updated BMP details as part of the process of updating
the City’s BMP manual for use by SWPPP preparers and contractors. The updated details incorporate
improvements in design to reflect current best practices including construction exit – rock only (specific to
residential construction), rock check dam, and sock ditch check. The updated BMPs are available at
https://www.springfieldmo.gov/2122/Best-Management-Practices.
These are annual measurable goals that are planned to continue for Year 4.
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MCM 5: POST-CONSTRUCTION STORMWATER MANAGEMENT IN NEW DEVELOPMENT AND
REDEVELOPMENT
BMP 1: STORMWATER PLAN REVIEW
Measurable Goals: 1) Conduct stormwater plan reviews to ensure compliance with the Flood Control and Water
Quality Protection Manual; 2) Complete further study and stakeholder input on redevelopment requirements.
Measurable Goal 1 was completed. Stormwater plan review is conducted to ensure compliance with the Flood
Control and Water Quality Protection Manual as described in the SWMP. Stormwater permits are issued upon
approval of stormwater plans.
Measurable Goal 2 for further study and stakeholder input on redevelopment requirements was moved to Year 4
in the SWMP revisions submitted in March 2020. Several updates are needed to the Flood Control and Water
Quality Protection Manual adopted in December 2017. The revision of the timeline for Measurable Goal 2 from
Year 3 to Year 4 is necessary to allow more time to prepare these updates and present them along with
redevelopment requirements for stakeholder input. In addition to completing further study and stakeholder input,
the measurable goals for Year 4 include proposing the redevelopment requirements to City Council for adoption.

BMP 2: LONG-TERM OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE PROGRAM
Measurable Goal: Conduct inspections and enforcement to ensure the long-term operation and maintenance of
SCMs. Track the number of self-inspection reports, City inspections, and enforcement.
The measurable goal for tracking self-inspections by property owners was completed. As reported last year, a
system is in place to track the recording of operation and maintenance agreements, as-built dates, and annual selfinspections for SCMs required under BMP 1. The first self-inspection for these sites is due one year from the asbuilt date. A protocol is in place for notifications to property owners regarding self-inspection due dates and
enforcement for non-compliance. The first three self-inspection reports were received this year. In addition, a
webpage was developed to house educational materials at www.springfieldmo.gov/4977/maintenance. Property
owners can find inspection templates and helpful guides, including a newly created detention basin brochure and
photo guide.
The following goals were established and reported last year for frequencies and priorities for City inspections: 1)
Inspect all privately-owned and operated detention basins in the Jordan Creek watershed; 2) Conduct complaintbased inspections when complaints are received regarding detention basins or other SCMs city-wide. This year, 15
detention basins were inspected as part of routine inspections in the Jordan Creek watershed or in response to
complaints. Inspection letters were sent for 7 of these basins with routine maintenance recommendations and/or
required corrective actions to address maintenance issues. The goal to inspect all basins in the Jordan Creek
watershed was not completed due to the COVID-19 pandemic, which halted inspections starting in early March
2020. These goals will be continued in Year 4.
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MCM 6: POLLUTION PREVENTION AND GOOD HOUSEKEEPING FOR MUNICIPAL OPERATIONS
BMP 1: MUNICIPAL FACILITIES STORMWATER POLLUTION PREVENTION PLAN
Measurable Goal: Conduct facility inspections at the frequency described in the SWPPP and update the SWPPP as
needed.
This measurable goal was completed. Municipal facility inspections were completed at the frequency described in
the SWPPP which included 9 inspections at 4 facilities. The SWPPP also addresses street maintenance activities
under BMP 6. SWPPP updates were made as needed. This is an annual measurable goal that is planned to
continue for Year 4.

BMP 2: EMPLOYEE TRAINING
Measurable Goals: Provide employee training at the established frequency for each workgroup.
This measurable goal was completed with training for a variety of work groups in Public Works and Environmental
Services. These work groups include Street Maintenance, Bridge & Waterway Maintenance, Utility Cuts, Public
Grounds, Water Quality Grounds Management, Water Quality Construction & Maintenance, Sewer Collection
System, and the Traffic Sign Shop. Training was also conducted for the Springfield-Greene County Parks
Department maintenance staff. Training was attended by 128 employees from these work groups. Training was
targeted to each work group to cover potential pollutant sources and BMPs related to their work. Training is
conducted annually for priority work groups and every 2 years for work groups that are a lower priority based on
potential for their facilities and activities to discharge pollutants to the MS4. This an annual measurable goal that is
planned to continue for Year 4.

BMP 3: MS4 INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE
Measurable Goals: 1.) Evaluate inspection and maintenance needs and priorities and develop an updated plan
and schedule; 2) Implement the updated plan and schedule for inspections and maintenance of structural controls.
Measurable Goal 1 was completed. Inspection data for City-owned SCMs for the previous two years was reviewed.
City-owned SCMs fall under the maintenance responsibility of two groups, depending on location: 1) Departments
of Environmental Services and Public Works; and 2) Parks Department. An updated plan and schedule for
inspections and maintenance was developed based on which group is responsible due to differences in operational
control, facility and SCM characteristics, and resources.
For measurable goal 2, the following components of this updated plan were implemented:
•
•

Completed follow-up inspections of 9 SCMs maintained by Parks;
Continued maintenance of SCMs by the Water Quality Grounds Management Crew and the Water Quality
Construction & Maintenance Crew, as further described below.

The Water Quality Grounds Management Crew performs landscape-related tasks for rain gardens, detention
basins, and riparian areas including control of invasive plants and weeds, mulching, and other plant-related
maintenance and improvements. This year the crew performed routine landscape-related maintenance tasks at 24
City-owned SCM green infrastructure sites, including bioretention/rain garden sites, floating wetlands, a detention
basin with native plantings, and riparian areas. The majority of City-owned detention basins do not need
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landscape-related maintenance other than mowing, which is generally performed under contract. Improvements
were made at two rain garden sites with new or improved forebay structures and new plant species. Two basins
near the Transportation Management Center were converted from turf grass to native plantings to improve the
bioretention function (Figure 8). Improvements were made in the Fassnight Creek riparian area with new
shrubs/seeding and designated native areas. A large removal of bush honeysuckle and wintercreeper was
completed through a contract with the Watershed Conservation Corp along Jordan Creek between Mt. Vernon and
Grand Streets. Frequent invasive control and management will continue to occur in this area for the next 3-5
years. This crew also performed prescribed burns and other routine maintenance of the riparian areas along South
Creek and along Jordan Creek in the West Meadows area to control invasive plants and maintain native plantings.
In addition, a traffic median at Fort/Sunset along South Creek was converted from turf grass to native plantings to
add additional habitat and stormwater absorption to the riparian corridor (Figure 9).

FIGURE 8: CREW INSTALLING NATIVE PLANTS IN A BASIN NEAR THE TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT CENTER

FIGURE 9: CREW INSTALLING NATIVE PLANTS IN THE MEDIAN AT FORT/SUNSET
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The Water Quality Construction & Maintenance Crew performs sediment removal, structural repairs and other
water-quality related maintenance and improvements. This year their work included performing routine
maintenance on 9 City-owned detention basins, and several improvements to address erosion including repairs to
stabilize detention basins and channels (Figures 10-11), installation of a pipe and drop pool structure to prevent
trail erosion, lake spillway improvements, and repair of a log weir structure in South Creek. The crew also
performed power washing of several pervious concrete locations as a restorative maintenance technique to
improve infiltration rates. In addition, the crew completed improvements at two rain garden locations in
coordination with the Water Quality Grounds Management Crew.

FIGURE 10: CREW REPAIRING CHANNEL EROSION

FIGURE 11: CREW WORKING ON CHANNEL IMPROVEMENTS
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The Water Quality Division completed a pervious pavement infiltration testing study of City-owned pervious
pavement this year. The study resulted in development of recommendations for sweeping frequency based on
contributing drainage area that will be used for both City-owned pervious pavement, and in the required
Operation & Maintenance Plans for privately-owned pervious pavement under MCM 5. The study also resulted in
restorative maintenance being completed by the Water Quality Construction & Maintenance Crew for City-owned
pervious concrete.
This year the goal was continued to complete each grated inlet route a minimum of once annually and clean grates
as needed on each route and in response to citizen service requests. Inlets are organized into 19 groups composed
of a total of 83 mapped routes. The number of inlets cleaned per route is recorded. This year, 317 inlet routes
were run which included running all routes at least once and some routes multiple times. The number of inlets
cleaned was 1,255. The total of inlets inspected was 8,405. Bridges, sinkholes, and waterways are also on routes
that are run during wet weather periods to remove debris. The Public Grounds Division also has a crew that
performs flow clearance which involves debris removal in vegetated waterways. This year, 731 acres of flow line
were inspected and cleared if needed. The flow line clearing collected 253 tons of debris.
The measurable goal for Year 4 will be to continue to implement the updated plan and schedule for inspections
and maintenance of structural controls.

BMP 4: DEICING PRACTICES
Measurable Goal: Update the SWPPP to reflect any changes in deicing practices.
No changes in deicing practices were made this year. The existing deicing practices continue to be used to reduce
the discharge of pollutants. This is an annual measurable goal that is planned to continue for Year 4.

BMP 5: STREET SWEEPING
Measurable Goal: Track and report the number of times sweeper routes are run and the amount of material
collected.
The measurable goal was completed. Public Works sweeps and cleans all curbed streets in the City on a rotating
schedule. On average, all curbed streets were inspected and cleaned if needed 3 times this year. Approximately
9,817 cubic yards of material were collected by the City’s street sweepers. This is an annual measurable goal that is
planned to continue for Year 4. As part of the Integrated Plan, a Sustainable Return on Investment study was
completed this year on the street sweeping program. The study found that the financial lifecycle costs of the City’s
street sweeping program outweigh the estimated monetized water quality benefits. As a result of the study, the
City is exploring ways to improve the efficiency of the program.

BMP 6: STREET DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION, AND MAINTENANCE
Measurable Goals: 1) Provide input on the design of street projects and report the number of post-construction
SCMs constructed as part of street projects; 2) Update the SWPPP to reflect any changes in BMPs for street
maintenance practices.
Measurable goal 1 was completed. Input on incorporating green infrastructure and other post-construction SCMs
was provided on several street projects through the project scoping and plan review process. Design and review of
these projects is ongoing. No post-construction SCMs were constructed as part of street projects this year. One
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project completed this year, the Grand Street Bridge over Jordan Creek, included a vegetated bank stabilization
method that incorporated native plantings.
BMPs for street maintenance practices are included in the municipal facility SWPPP under BMP 1. For measurable
goal 2, updates were made to the SWPPP to document the new preventative maintenance schedule for the street
sweeper wash bay which was identified as a need during this year’s employee training.
These are annual measurable goals that are planned to continue for Year 4.

BMP 7: APPLICATION OF P ESTICIDES, HERBICIDES, AND FERTILIZERS
Measurable Goal: Report changes in annual work plans and BMPs for the application of pesticides, herbicides, and
fertilizers on City right-of-way and municipal facilities to reduce the discharge of pollutants.
For this measurable goal, no changes in annual work plans and BMPs were made this year. The following practices
continue to be used to reduce the discharge of pollutants. The Public Grounds Division of Public Works uses
herbicides to minimize species that require frequent mowing, particularly on street medians. Fertilizer usage has
been replaced with the use of compost to promote reseeded areas and as part of the lawn care program. Organic
fertilizer options are being explored for when fertilizer is needed. Annual work plans are based on Integrated Pest
Management principles including soil tests to identify soil amendments needed. If chemicals are needed, the
annual work plan specifies the chemical types, application rates, and frequencies. Public Grounds uses horticultural
vinegar as an alternative to herbicides at the Government Plaza complex. Public Grounds primarily uses nonrestricted use pesticides that do not require a pesticide applicator license; however, Public Grounds personnel
responsible for applying or overseeing the application of pesticides are licensed pesticide applicators to ensure
best management practices are followed. This is an annual measurable goal that is planned to continue for Year 4.

MCM 7: INDUSTRIAL AND HIGH-RISK RUNOFF
BMP 1: IDENTIFICATION OF INDUSTRIAL AND HIGH-RISK RUNOFF FACILITIES
Measurable Goal: Update the list of facilities annually.
This measurable goal was completed to update the list of facilities annually. There are currently 95 facilities with
NPDES State Operating Permits for industrial stormwater located within the Springfield city limits. Some of these
facilities do not discharge to the City’s MS4. The list of hazardous waste treatment, storage, and disposal (TSD)
facilities and Toxics Release Inventory Program (TRI) reporting facilities was also updated based on MDNR and EPA
records. This list is compared to the permitted facilities list to identify other potential industrial and high-risk
runoff facilities that may need to be inspected. This is an annual measurable goal that is planned to continue for
Year 4.

BMP 2: INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT FOR INDUSTRIAL AND HIGH-RISK RUNOFF FACILITIES
Measurable Goal: Inspect the list of facilities generated annually based on the priorities described in the SWMP,
up to 25 facilities per year. The number of facilities inspected per year may be less than 25 based on the priorities.
Track the number of inspections and enforcement actions.
This year 25 facilities were selected for inspections based on the priorities in the SWMP. It should be noted that
the COVID-19 pandemic affected the quantity of inspections conducted this year, with inspections being
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suspended in March 2020. Therefore, 15 of the 25 facilities were inspected. Of the 15 facilities inspected, 14 had
issues that needed to be addressed such as improper materials storage, lack of good housekeeping, erosion, and
maintenance of BMPs. Inspection letters were sent to these facilities requiring these items to be addressed within
a specified time. The inspections also included industrial SWPPP reviews. Of the 15 facilities required to have a
SWPPP by their State permit, 5 had adequate SWPPPs, and 10 had SWPPPs that needed revisions, such as
recording employee training, updating site plans and conducting monthly inspections. The City and the MDNR
Southwest Regional Office work closely on inspection and enforcement for facilities with NPDES State Operating
Permits, with each agency copying the other on inspection reports and working together as needed on compliance
issues. This is an annual measurable goal that is planned to continue for Year 4.

BMP 3: MONITORING PROGRAM FOR INDUSTRIAL AND HIGH-RISK RUNOFF
Measurable Goal: Implement the updated monitoring program and report the results in the annual report.
As reported previously, the updated monitoring program goal is to sample 10 locations per year for the updated
list of parameters. This goal was completed. As described in the SWMP, this monitoring program is used as one
factor in prioritizing facility inspections under BMP 2. There were two sample locations that each had one
parameter that exceeded the benchmarks used to evaluate the data. The sampling results are included in the
Appendix. This is an annual measurable goal that is planned to continue for Year 4.

MCM 8: FLOOD CONTROL PROJECTS
BMP 1: WATER QUALITY DESIGN IN FLOOD CONTROL PROJECTS
Measurable Goal: Implement the project scoping and plan review procedures for consideration of water quality
impacts in the design of flood control projects and report completed projects annually.
This measurable goal was completed. The project scoping and plan review procedures continue to be
implemented. One flood control project was completed this year. The Ravenwood Phase 2 project increased the
capacity of a channel through the neighborhood while addressing water quality design by stabilizing bank erosion
and retaining a natural channel bottom. This is an annual measurable goal that is planned to continue for Year 4.
A related initiative is the City’s floodplain acquisition program. Since 1993, the City has invested over $16 million
in the voluntary acquisition of over 250 properties in floodplains, sinkholes, and other flood-prone areas. The
purchase and removal of structures removes impervious surfaces and restores green space for flood capacity and
water quality improvement. The program has included the acquisition and preservation of over 200 acres of
floodplain and riparian corridor along the City’s urban streams. This year the City acquired a residential property in
a sinkhole area to restore as green space, and a property adjacent to the creek for the future Renew Jordan Creek
project.

BMP 2: RETROFITTING FLOOD CONTROL STRUCTURES
Measurable Goal: Evaluate 1 City-owned and operated detention basin annually to determine if retrofitting the
basin to provide additional pollutant removal from stormwater is feasible. If the evaluated basin is determined to
be feasible to retrofit, establish a schedule for implementation.
This measurable goal was completed. Two City-owned flood control basins were evaluated as potential retrofit
candidates for improving the water quality benefit of the basins. A basin located at the City’s Kauffman Salt Facility
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was determined to be a feasible candidate for modifying the outlet structure for extended detention. This retrofit
will be completed in Year 4. The second basin is located in the 2600 block of W. Phelps and was determined to be
a feasible candidate for extended detention and adding a constructed wetland. The construction of this retrofit is
dependent on identifying a funding source. It was reported last year that a detention basin retrofit in Meador Park
was scheduled to be designed in Year 3. This retrofit is currently on hold due to concerns about the potential for
the retrofit to result in public complaints and increased maintenance in this park location. This is an annual
measurable goal that is planned to continue for Year 4.

MCM 9: MONITORING
BMP 1: REPRESENTATIVE MONITORING
Measurable Goal: Implement the monitoring plan for each year and report the results in the annual report.
Include notification of any changes to the monitoring plan for the next year in the annual report.
This measurable goal was completed. The monitoring plan for this year continued to include the six Jordan Creek
monitoring locations listed in the SWMP and an additional location at Bennett Street. As required by the permit,
stormwater samples were collected from a minimum of three storm events occurring at least one month apart and
analyzed for the parameters listed in the permit. Additional data was collected at some of these locations to assist
with water quality modeling and development of the City’s action plan to address the water quality impairment.
This additional data is also included in the reporting. Stage data, although not required, was collected throughout
each storm event. The monitoring results are included in the Appendix. Tables 1 and 2 show the geometric means
of sediment, nutrients, and other parameters for this year and combined geometric means since 2018. The
measurable goal planned for Year 4 is to continue this monitoring program.
TABLE 1: GEOMEANS FOR YEAR 3

Geomean
Site
MS4 Channel at
Main
MS4 Channel at
Burton
MS4 Channel at
Nichols/Broadway
North Branch
Jordan Creek at
Division
South Branch
Jordan Creek at
Fremont
Jordan Creek at
Fort
Jordan Creek at
Bennett

n

Stage
(cm)

Q
(ft3/s)

pH
(std)

Temp
(°C)

DO
(mg/L)

SC
(µS/cm)

TSS
(mg/L)

TN
(mg/L)

TP
(mg/L)

3

1

0.45

7.6

12.9

10.6

135

2

0.73

0.11

3

12

11.7

7.7

16.6

7.9

83

13

1.09

0.17

3

44

0.9

7.5

17.5

9.1

210

14

1.43

0.12

11

55

11.0

7.4

12.9

9.4

158

87

1.18

0.14

11

35

30.8

7.4

12.8

9.5

107

46

0.90

0.15

11

51

83.9

7.5

13.2

9.6

130

95

1.12

0.15

8

74

129.1

7.5

12.8

9.6

143

61

1.11

0.14
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TABLE 2: COMBINED GEOMEANS FOR DATA COLLECTED IN YEARS 1-3 (FEBRUARY 2018 – JULY 2020)

Geomean
Site

n

Stage
(cm)

Q
(ft3/s)

pH
(std)

MS4 Channel at
11
Main
6
1.46
7.3
MS4 Channel at
12
Burton
10
6.2
7.4
MS4 Channel at
12
Nichols/Broadway
47
1.2
7.3
North Branch
20
Jordan Creek at
Division
57
11.3
7.3
South Branch
20
Jordan Creek at
Fremont
36
24.3
7.3
Jordan Creek at
20
Fort
48
61.3
7.4
Jordan Creek at
9
Bennett
73
125.3
7.4
*Not all samples have a TN value. See Appendix.

Temp
(°C)

DO
(mg/L)

SC
(µS/cm)

TSS
(mg/L)

TN*
(mg/L)

TP
(mg/L)

11.5

11.3

85

15

0.71

0.09

13.7

7.7

100

26

1.09

0.11

15.2

8.9

172

29

1.58

0.16

13.4

9.5

169

69

1.41

0.15

13.5

9.1

116

41

1.14

0.15

13.7

9.3

139

75

1.40

0.17

11.7

9.0

150

60

1.11

0.14

BMP 2: BIOLOGICAL ASSESSMENTS
Measurable Goal: Determine streams that are candidates for assessments and a rationale for the selection of two
streams for assessments and include this information in the SWMP and the annual report. Consult with MDNR
staff at the Environmental Services Program for updated protocol on biological assessments and data reviews.
This goal was completed. The two streams selected for biological assessments in Year 4 are Jordan Creek and
Wilsons Creek. The rationale for selection is that these streams are both on the 303(3) impaired waters list. The
Integrated Plan includes a Memorandum of Understanding between the City and MDNR that allows a cooperative,
watershed approach to address these impairments. The biological assessments are part of the City’s action plan.
The City has consulted with MDNR staff for updated protocols. Assessments will be conducted in accordance with
MDNR protocols in fall 2020 and spring 2021 on these streams.
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APPENDIX
Industrial Wet Weather Screening Results (MCM 7 BMP 3)
Representative Monitoring Program Results (MCM 9)

Appendix

